PHIL 296C: Care and Concern in Philosophy (Fall-22)

Dr. Omar Quiñonez
Tu & Th 1:30 pm - 3:00 pm
Newcomb Hall 310

Office Hours
Tu & Th 11:00 am - 12:00 pm
Mattingly House 202
oquinonez@wlu.edu
540-458-4237

Course Description
This class will pay close attention to the experience of care and concern. The German philosopher
Martin Heidegger believed care to be the most fundamental of human moods in that it entirely
colors how we see our lives and world. Throughout the term, we will look at key aspects of this
mood, including its psychological basis and its intimate role in facilitating meaning at the individual,
interpersonal, and social levels. What makes something matter to us? What does it mean to be
concerned for our future plans? What is the best way to care for our loved ones or the planet? Do
our societies reflect our caring character? In our discussions, we will pay particularly close attention
to the meaning of “care of the self,” concern for our bodies, our public spaces, and the
responsibilities to care for others, including strangers. By the term’s end, we will have a reasonable
grasp of how and why care and concern lie at the very basis of all meaning and purpose.

Course Objectives
My main goal is for us to engage in a conversation about the nature of care and its role in the many
spheres of our lives. For this to be possible, we’ll need to practice critical thinking, close reading of
texts, good communication, and clear argumentation. We’ll open up the many layers of meaning in
our texts, such as political, economic, racial, and gender, and offer constructive criticism. Here are
my objectives for what I expect you will be able to do by the end of the term:

•
•
•
•

Identify the core components of care in a variety of theoretical, interpersonal, and social
circumstances.
Recognize the mechanisms through which concern and care help us build meaning in our
relations to people, ourselves, objects, goals, etc.
Synthesize together the different characteristics that underpin care and concern, such as selfcare, trauma, ethics, and sociality.
Evaluate possible dilemmas and problems in caring for ourselves, others, things, and the
kinds of values that make care difficult and possible solutions.

Texts
Celine Leboeuf, “What is body positivity” PDF
Emmanuel Levinas, Totality and Infinity, PDF
Judith Butler, Precarious Life, ISBN: 978-1844675449
Martin Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, PDF
Michel Foucault, Care for the Self, ISBN: 978-0394741550
The Care Collective, The Care Manifesto, ISBN: 978-1839760969

Course Requirements
Attendance and participation 15%
Paper 1 (report) 15%
Paper 2 (exegetical) 25 %
Paper 3 (argumentative) 35 %
Mudd Center activities 5%
Paper 3 presentation 5%

Class Papers & Other Assignments
The bulk of assignments for our class are three class papers, participation in three Mudd Center
activities, and a short presentation of your final paper topic.
Report Paper: the “what?”
This type of paper is 2-3 pages long. It explains for what “happens” in the text by recounting all the
events, facts, or ideas relevant to the question asked. The goal of this kind of assignment is for you
to show your understanding of the question by identifying the facts, ideas, and events that are relevant to
successfully answering it.
Exegetical Paper: the “how?”
This type of paper is 4-5 pages long. It accounts for how something happens in the text by connecting
events, facts, or ideas relevant to the question asked. The goal of this kind of assignment is for you
to show you can recognize and synthetize facts, ideas, and events that are relevant to successfully
answering it.

Argumentative Paper: the “Why”
This type of paper is 5-6 pages long. It argues for why or why not something happens in the text by,
first, picking a question, subject, or theme, researching and reading from two outside sources and
making a case for your position. The goal of this kind of assignment is for you to show your capacity
to evaluate facts, ideas, and events by arguing for or against a position. Here is where you get to be
creative! Select a theme, question, or subject that deeply interests you.
Mudd Center Activities
The Mudd Center for Ethics will host a series of talks on “beneficence and care” this Fall term. As
part of your class assignments, I am requiring students to attend two of these talks and turn in a 1-2
page reflection for each speaker’s discussion. If you cannot attend the Center’s talks due to
scheduling conflicts, you can also access the livestream and recordings of the main public lectures
here: https://my.wlu.edu/mudd-center/programs-and-events/2022-2023-beneficence.
Class Presentation
Finally, you’ll have a chance to present your final project in the last week of class. In a 5 minute
presentation (plus 5 minutes for Q&A), you’ll present your research theme and give an overview of
your ideas. Here you will be evaluated for the coherence of the presentation and your
communication skills.
Please look at the rubrics below for how think about these assignments and for how they will be
evaluated.

Attendance and participation
My policy is to allow for three absences during the semester for personal reasons. Unexcused
absences beyond these lowers the attendance/participation grade by one letter grade per absence.
However, please let me know of circumstances that may require further accommodations.
Participation is graded based on contributions to class learning and active listening. Participation includes
listening carefully to classmates, respecting classmates’ opinions, showing attentiveness in lectures,
and contributing with relevant questions or comments. See the rubric below for more information.

Disability Accommodations and WL’s Honor System
Washington and Lee values inclusivity, respect for diversity, and the equitable treatment of all
students. I seek to make of every classroom a welcoming environment for students of all
backgrounds and learning needs. Please do not hesitate to reach out to me and let me know how I
can help you meet your learning needs. Here is some additional information from the College:
“Reasonable accommodations are available for students with disabilities. Contact Lauren Kozak,
Title IX Coordinator and Director of Disability Resources, to confidentially discuss your needs and
the accommodation process. More information can be found at: https://www.wlu.edu/disabilityaccommodations/undergraduate-accommodations
If you have already been approved for accommodations, please meet with me within the first two

weeks of the term so we can develop an implementation plan together. It is important to meet as
early in the term as possible; this will ensure that your accommodations are implemented early on. If
you have accommodations for test-taking, please remember that arrangements must be made at least
a week before the date of the test or exam.”
Please review Washington and Lee’s Honor System as well and familiarize yourself with the history,
procedures, and commitments of WL’s unique vision of trust, accountability, and virtue. Here is
additional information on the Honor System: https://my.wlu.edu/executive-committee/the-honorsystem

Class Schedule
*Readings should be completed by the beginning of class on Tuesdays

Section 1: What is Care/Concern?
Week 1 (Sep 8): Class introduction
Th: Syllabus and intro to philosophy
Week 2 (Sep 13): Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, pp. 1-10
Tu: “why is there something rather than nothing?”
Th: the ground of meaning
Week 3 (Sep 20): Heidegger, pp. 11-21
Tu: philosophy, “Dasein” and the stakes of finding meaning
Th: phusis/physics, being/beings
Week 4 (Sep 27): Heidegger, pp. 22- 38
Tu: truth, the nothing
Th: the nothing, meaning, care

Section 2: Care for Others and the Self
Week 5 (Oct 4): Levinas, Totality and Infinity, pp. 194-220; Butler, Precarious Life, pp. 128-151
Tu: the face as Other and as infinite, objectification and rationality
Th: the Other, vulnerability, and ethics
Paper 1 due: October 9, midnight
Week 6 (Oct 11): Levinas/Butler, Precarious Life, pp. 128-151
Tu: Butler on “the face” of the Others and responsibility
Th: no class – Reading Day
Week 7 (Oct 18): Foucault, Care of the Self, pp. 39-68
Tu: “taking care of yourself” and ancient practices of self-care: pleasure, sexuality, medicine
Th: ethics and regulation
Week 8 (Oct 25): Foucault, pp. 99-104, Leboeuf, “What is body positivity”
Tu: caring for the body
Th: care for the body and self: then and now

Section 3: Care and Society
Week 9 (Nov 1): Butler, Precarious Life, pp. 1-18
Tu: how to we process trauma?
Th: cont. how to we process trauma?
Paper 2 due: November 6, midnight
Week 10 (Nov 8): Butler, pp. 19-49
Tu: mourning and vulnerability

Th: cont. mourning and vulnerability
Week 11 (Nov 15): Care Collective, Care Manifesto, pp. 1-58
Tu: carelessness, and caring politics
Th: caring kinships and communities
Thanksgiving Break: Nov 21 – Feb 25
Week 12 (Nov 29): Care Collective, pp. 59-99
Tu: caring states, caring economics
Th: caring economics, caring world
Week 13 (Dec 6): Class presentations
Tu: Final project presentations I
Th: Final project presentations II
Paper 3 due: December 13, midnight

Evaluation Rubrics
Participation
Criteria
Active listening

Description
Are you engaged during
class lecture?
You show interest in
lectures and discussions.
You take note of
important material and
classmates’
comments/questions.

Class contributions

Are you rising questions
and offering commentary
that is conducive to class
learning?
Your questions and
comments build from
other students’ questions
and comments. You
actively participate any in
group activities and help
promote general learning.

Communication, learning Do your questions and
environment, and
comments foster a
inclusivity
welcoming learning
environment?
Your class participation
promotes mutual
communication,
politeness, inclusivity, and
community.

Paper Assignments
Criteria
Content presentation

Comprehension

Evaluation and analysis

Organization and flow

Description
Do you have the right
facts?
Paper stays within topic
and addresses the right
question/theme as laid
out by the assignment.
Are you thinking through
and relating information
properly?
You show a god grasp of
the material discussed in
the paper. You
understand and present
connections, processes,
and differences. You
build narratives and
explain causes.
Are you presenting your
own opinions and views
coherently and offering
supporting evidence?
Your paper is original.
You are able to produce
and distinguish your own
evaluation from the views
of your sources. You
understand and assess
dissenting voices and
shortcomings.
Is your narrative
conducive to
communication and
understanding?
Your paper is organized,
starting with a thesis
statement and followed
by paragraphs that help

Mechanics

support your thesis.
Paragraphs treat single
ideas and work together
as a whole.
Is your paper mostly free
of grammatical and
mechanical errors?
You have a polished
paper. You edit and revise
your work towards the
best version possible.

Presentations
Criteria
Content summary
Communicability
Supporting visuals
Student QA

Description
Are you presenting a
coherent overview of
your final project?
Are your main points
easily understandable?
Are you using helpful
supporting materials to
enhance communication?
Did you successfully
address your classmates’
questions, criticisms, and
suggestions?

Fall Term 2022
Date

Event

Wed., Sep 7

Matriculation deadline

Wed., Sep 7

Fall Convocation: 5:30 pm

Thu., Sep. 8

Academic year begins; drop/add begins

Wed., Sep. 14

Drop/add ends at midnight

Wed., Sep. 14

May 2023 degree applications due

Wed., Sep. 21

Late drop/add ends: W on all dropped courses after this date

Wed., Sep. 21

Pass/fail declarations end at midnight

Wed., Sep. 28

Incomplete Grade Change deadline (unless date set earlier by instructor)

Oct. 13 - 14

Fall reading days: No classes

Mon., Oct. 17

Classes resume: 8:00 am

Fri., Oct. 21

Midterm:WP or WF on all dropped courses after this date

Mon., Oct. 24

Midterm grades due: 12:00 noon

Oct 31- Nov 4

Registration for Winter Term 2023 (tentative)

Nov. 21 - 25

Thanksgiving Holiday: No classes

Mon., Nov. 28

Classes resume: 8:00 am

Fri., Dec. 9

Last day of Fall term classes

Sat., Dec. 10

Final Examinations begin: 2:00 pm

Fri., Dec. 16

Final Examinations end: 12:00 noon

Tue., Dec. 20

All grades due: 12:00 noon

